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MULTIPLIERS FOR THE SPACE  OF ALMOST-

CONVERGENT FUNCTIONS  ON  A  SEMIGROUP

CHING  CHOU  AND  J.   PETER  DURAN

Abstract. Let 5 be a countably infinite left amenable cancella-

tive semigroup, FL(S) the space of left almost-convergent functions

on S. The purpose of this paper is to show that the following two

statements concerning a bounded real function f on S are equiv-

alent: (i)f-FL(S) <^FL(S); (ii) there is a constant a such that

for each e>0 there exists a set A<^S satisfying (a) <p(XA)=0 for

each left invariant mean <p on S and (b) \f(x) — ci\ <e if ;c 6 S\A.

1. Let S be a semigroup, m(S) the space of bounded real functions on S

with the sup norm. <p e m(S)* is called a left invariant mean on S if

||ç?|| = l, 95^0 and <p(lsf) = <p(f) for se S and fe m(S), where lsfe

m(S) is defined by (lsf)(t)=f(st), t e S. The set of left invariant means on

S is denoted by ML(S). If ML(S) is nonempty, then S is said to be left

amenable [2]. A bounded real function fon a left amenable semigroup

is called left almost-convergent if q>(f) equals a fixed constant d(f) as <p

runs through ML(S) [2]. The set of all left almost-convergent functions,

denoted by FL(S), is a vector subspace of m(S) and it contains constant

functions. But, in general, it is not closed under multiplication. The

purpose of this paper is to study this aspect of FL(S) and our main

result is the following.

Theorem. Let S be a countable left-cancellative left amenable semi-

group without finite left ideals. Then the following two statements concerning

a function fe m(S) are equivalent:

(i) fis a multiplier ofFL(S), i.e.J- FL(S) c FL(S) ;
(ii) fis S-convergent to a constant a, i.e., for a given e>0 there exists a

set Ac S such that

(a) <p(xA)=0 for each cp e ML(S), and

(b) \f(x)-*\<eifxeS\A.

2. From now on S will always denote a left-cancellative left amenable

semigroup without finite left ideals.
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Remarks. (1) A set A^S is said to be left almost-convergent if its

characteristic function %A is left almost-convergent. In this case we denote

d(%A) by d(A). Roughly speaking, a set A c S is left almost-convergent

if it is evenly distributed in S with respect to the semigroup structure and

d(A) indicates the density of A^s. In particular, d(A)=0 means that A

is sparsely distributed in S. (The set A in the statement (ii) of the above

Theorem is such a set.) For example, when S=N, the additive semigroup

of positive integers, a set A^ N is left almost-convergent if and only if

lim(l/n)Card({fc, k + I, ■ ■ ■ , k + n - 1} n A) = d(A)
n

exists uniformly in k [7].

(2) Since S contains no finite left ideals, d(B)=0 for each finite subset

B<=S (cf. [5]). Therefore if/converges to a at infinity, i.e., if given e>0

there exists a finite set B<^S such that \f(x) — «J<e whenever x $ B,

then / S-converges to a. On the other hand, the space of S-convergent

functions is much smaller than FL(S). Indeed, FL(S) separates points of

ßS [6], the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete set S, while it is

easy to see that/G m(S) is ^-convergent if and only if/is a constant on

the set

K(S) = df8 U {supp cp: <p e ML(S)},

(cf. [1]). Here we consider a bounded real function on S as a continuous

function on ßS and a mean on m(S) as a probability measure on ßS. In

particular, if <p e ML(S), supp cp denotes the support of the measure q>.

(3) As in [2], let EG denote the smallest class of groups which contains

all finite groups, all abelian groups and is closed under the following four

ways of constructing new groups from given ones: (a) subgroup; (b)

factor group; (c) group extension; and (d) direct limits.

Each group in EG is amenable and they constitute all the known

amenable groups [2]. If we assume that S is an infinite group in EG, then

a stronger result is known [\]:fem(S) is S-convergent if and only if

(a) /' 1a e FL(S) for each left almost-convergent set A,

(b)feFL(S),n=l,2,--- ;
in particular, if A cS and A(~\B is left almost-convergent for each %B e

FL(S), then d(A)= 1 or 0. It is not clear whether our Theorem yields the

same conclusion. The proof of our Theorem is completely different from

the proof in [1].

3. Proof of the Theorem.    (ii)=>(i) is easy, cf. [1].

(i)=>(ii). Let/be a multiplier of FL(S). To show that/is 5-convergent,

it suffices to show that f=d(f) on supp tp. We claim that this follows

from the following assertion:

(a) If g e FL(S) and <p e ML(S), then <p(fg) = <p(f)<p(g).
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Indeed, if (a) holds and if <p e ML(S) then

?>((/- ¿CO)2) = Mf) - ¿CO)2 = o.

Therefore/= d(f) on supp <p as we wanted.

Proof of (a). We shall consider P(S)*=m(S) and P(S)**=m(S)*.

If y eP(S) and h e m(S), then h(ip) = y)(h)=ZteS h(t)y>(t). Since S is left

amenable and countable there exists a sequence <pn in P(S) such that

II9'kIIi=1» cpf^O, and \imn(<p„(h) — (pn(lxh))=0 for each h e m(S) and

each x e 5 [5, Lemma 5.1]. We shall need the following two well-known

facts (cf. [3, §9]):

(ß) If g e FL(S), then lim„ <pn(g) = d(g).

(y) FL(S) = the closed linear span of {lxh—h:xeS, h em(S)}V{xs}.

Let xeS be fixed. Set y>n = <pn-f-lx((pri-f), i.e., Vn(t)=q>n(t)f(t)-

ç>n(xt)f(xt), t e S. Then y>„ ell(S). We claim that tpn is a weak Cauchy

sequence in P(S). Indeed, if h e m(S),

V„(V»)  = 2 (<Pn(t)fi(t)Kxt)  -   <p„(xt)f(xt)h(xt))
teS

= 2<Pn(t)f(t)(h(xt)-h(t))+    2    <Pn(t)fW(t)
ieS teS\xS

= <PÀf-Vxh - h)) + q>n(fh ■ xs\xs) = a„+ b„.

Note that /• (IJh-h) e FL(S),  since / is a multiplier of FL(S)  and

lxh-heFL(S). Therefore by (ß) \imn a„=d(f- (ijt-h)). Note also that

^<p(Xts) = <P(ltXts)^:<P(Xs)=[, i-e-, <p(Xs\ts)=0 for each ' 6 S- Therefore

Xs\ts 's ^ft almost-convergent to zero. By (ß) again, we get

16.13 ll/ILPiL^WW0    asn->ao.

Therefore we have obtained :

(Ô) lim„ y>„(lji)=d(f- (ljt-h)), h e w(5).
Since 51 is left-cancellative, each k em(S) is of the form lxh for some

h e m(S). Therefore lim„ y>n(h) exists for each h e m(S), i.e., y>n is a weak

Cauchy sequence as we claimed. Since ll(S) is weakly sequentially com-

plete [4, p. 374], there exists y> e P(S) such that ip = \imn ip„ in the weak

topology. Certainly, ip(t) = hmn y„(<) for t e S. On the other hand,

lim cp„(t) = lim (p„(xu)) = 0,
n n

since #{<} e FL(S) and ¿/(x{f¡)=0 (cf. Remark (1)). Hence

yi(t) = lim (<p„(t)f(t) - cpn(xt)f(xt)) = 0.

So, yj=0. By (<5), </(/• (lxh-h))=0=d(f) ■ d(lxh-h). It is of course true
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that d(f- cxs)-d(f) • d(c%s). Hence (a) follows from (y) and the above

observation.
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